GUARDFLEX™
GUARD RAIL DELINEATORS
TD9100 MODEL

CONFORMS TO MUTCD SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES:

- Provides exceptional visibility on roadway where vision is restricted by hills, vegetation, curves, or snow.
- Produced using specially formulated high impact polymer that provides exceptional flexibility increasing impact resistance.
- Raised edge along its length provides increased strength and durability.
- Molded holes are provided for ease of installation.
- Each marker can utilize up to 36 square inches of reflective sheeting providing motorist with safer nighttime driving.
- Can be mounted to wooden guard rail posts that place top of flexible delineator at 48”.

COLORS AVAILABLE:

The TD9100 Guardflex is currently available in White. We can manufacture this product to your desired color.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

General information is listed on the reverse side. The measurements provided are intended only as a source of information. They are given without guarantee and are not classified as a warranty. A specification will be sent to you upon request.

MADE IN USA
TD9100 MODEL
GUARDFLEX™ GUARD RAIL DELINEATOR
SPECIFICATIONS

- Dimensions:
  Height: 27 Inches
  Width: 4 Inches
  Panel Thickness: .150 Inches

- Material:
  UV Stabilized Polymer Alloy with Cold Weather Protection Package.

- Maximum Reflectivity: 36 SQ. Inches.
  Sheeting complies with ASTM 4956.01